Hoot Off the Press

WINTER WEATHER

Happy New Year! As winter hits us full blast, please remember the following:

- students go outside unless the “real feel” temperature is below 20 degrees.
- students should be prepared with clothing to keep them warm. Please reach out if your family needs support in attaining winter clothing. While we have hats, gloves, and coats for daily use, we can work on getting permanent outerwear if needed.
- students will be able to play in the snow with the proper outerwear. Otherwise, we ask that they stay on the blacktop surfaces to keep their feet/clothes dry!
- students should not be throwing snow at recess.

MATH NIGHT

Thank you to Mrs. Demczar and Ms. Oakley for organizing a Math Night at RRS on 1/22. I’d also like to thank all of the faculty members that were able to participate in the event. We even had high school students that volunteered to help teach math games to our Owls!
The Harlem Wizards will be in town on 2/15 at FDR High School. They will be playing the “Bad Apples,” represented by HPCSD Staff! Tickets are available below and we hope to see you there! Admission begins at 6 pm, with the game starting at 7 pm. Special thanks to Road Runner and Spring (left), for visiting RRS to hype up the game!

HARLEM WIZARDS
The Funtastic and High-Flying HARLEM WIZARDS are coming to town!

POSITIVE REFERRALS
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS RECEIVED POSITIVE REFERRALS IN QUARTER 2

Abigayle Hukill
Aidan Sheehy
Braeden Diamond
Zayd Houssani
Brianna Cables
Jordan Eastwood
Elias Espinosa
Leandro Sanchez-Nieves
Madison Wintenburg
Kenya Hudson
Lily Shaw
Tanner Baxter
Kami Shirley
Kelsey Kraus
Bailee Crocco
Javier Martinez-Crowell
Paxton Pentinio
Ashlynn McMillan
Malia Bell
Leandro Sanchez-Nieves
Lily Shaw
Christopher Thompson
Leastress Tice
Isabella Watkins